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About This Game

The next evolution in this new golden age of JRPG’s arrives with LOST SPHEAR, bringing a fresh take on classic RPG
gameplay!

A young man, who suffered a phenomenon that he had never seen, faces an ominous power that threatens the fabric of reality.
Awaken the power of Memory to restore what was lost! Muster different Memory and craft the world around you in a journey

to save the world.

KEY FEATURES:

Unique and powerfully unforgettable storyline with seamless gameplay

Enhanced Battle System with new ATB 2.0 offering more freedom in combat

Vulcosuits Armour - equip your characters to gain enhanced abilities in battle or on the field

Moonlight Battleground mode – Exciting colosseum to fight previously fought and new bosses
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Title: LOST SPHEAR
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Tokyo RPG Factory
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: INTEL Core i3 2.4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX460 / Radeon HD5750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound® Compatible sound card

English,French,German,Japanese
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Square enix and its developments over the past 10 years, what a fall from grace.. Do not buy this game. I bought since I like
JRPGs but this game is a waste of time.

Bad story and awful writing where very character has to give their input for useless as it is and just bad writting and plot.
I still remember a moment where it is a race of time and the world is about to end and the characters just stop everything to talk
about how an npc adresses another in an informal way. Like... what?

The gameplay is okay but the mechanics are not utilized. The devs instead of using the placement to create dificulty, just create
full team KOs with random\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665mechanics. At the end of the game you are force to have 3
characters and the boss can is like an ff malboro on steroids for some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing reason. After 10 minuts of
fighting he petrifies everyone just because (and if it wasnt petrify it can be some
other\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because the boss just spams all debuffs). Great design.

I bought the game on a sale, but I would at max value this game at 10 euros.
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